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A bstract— Photoacoustic signals in laser-irradiated samples were mathematically modeled for the cases
when melting and evaporation occur. In particular, it was shown that rapid melting processes induced by
nanosecond laser pulses result in a rather narrow pressure peak or dip in photoacouslic pressure signals due
to density changes in the moving melting front. Amplitudes of these peaks or dips depend on the melting
front velocity, as well as on the magnitude of density change. Experimental detection of this effect using a
piezoelectric transducer requires a uniform laser intensity distribution over the irradiation spot.
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the problem and its numerical solution arc d.scribed
in Secs. 2 and 3, respectively. Section 4 is devoted to
the analysis o f the data obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION
The effect o f pulsed laser radiation on absorbing
condensed media is accompanied by generation o f
sound or shock waves carrying information on proc
esses in the irradiated region (see, for example, [1-3]
and references therein). The occurring photoacoustic
effect can be caused by various physical mechanisms
responsible for a change in a specific material vol
ume upon radiation absorption, i.e., ordinary (equilib
rium) heating, non-equilibrium (non-thermal) excita
tion o f the electronic subsystem, or the first-order
phase transitions.
Pressure pulses excited in a medium can be meas
ured, for example, from an irradiated sample back side
using proper piezoelectric transducers with a resolu
tion of - 1 ns. The potential o f photoacoustic diagnos
tics for studying the non-equilibrium first-order phase
transitions such as melting or evaporation is still far
from fully realized. In particular, this is because o f the
absence o f ..ufficiently detailed theoretical studies of
the dynamics o f rapid phase transitions under laser
exposure conditions, which can be performed only
using modern methods of mathematical modeling.
In this paper, we consider the photoacoustic effect
features associated with material melting and evapora
tion in the laser irradiation region. The statement of

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A laser pulse with intensity G - 107—10 H> W cm 2
is absorbed in a narrow surface region o f a target
whose heating can be accompanied by phase transi
tions. The irradiation spot size is assumed to be much
larger than the laser radiation absorption depth which
is inversely proportional to the absorbance and the
thermal heating depth during the laser pulse. This al
lows one to use a one-dimensional space approxima
tion for mathematical description (Fig. 1).
In the general case, theoretical description of the
dynamics o f the first-order phase transition is a very
complex problem and reduced to one the versions of
the Stefan problem [4]. The classical version of the
Stefan problem, formulated for m elting-crystalliza
tion phase transitions, is reduced to the nonlinear heat
conduction equation in a region with an a priori un
known interface F si between solid and liquid phases
with temperature Fsi equal to the melting point Tm.
Surface evaporation with the Mach num ber M - 1 in a
evaporated material flow is described using the single81
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of laser exposure and phase front propagation.
phase version o f the Stefan problem [5], in which the
evaporated surface temperature Tsut weakly (logarith
mically) depends on the front Г]v velocity v\4 over the
condensed phase.
The formation and propagation of the photoacous
tic signal are mathematically modeled within the com
bined version o f the Stefan hydrodynamic problem
[6], including both (classical and single-phase) ver
sions. The combined version is based on the complete
set o f hydrodynamic equations, complemented by the
transport equation o f laser radiation. The complete set
o f hydrodynamic equations consists o f the continuity,
motion, and total energy equations, considering con
vective, conductive, and radiative transport mecha
nisms. In the strictly divergent form, the set o f equa
tions is written as

2.1. Formulation o f Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions. The left boundary x = x Q
was assumed to be fixed and heat-insulated,
X — = 0,
dx

w = 0.

At the melting front x = F sl(/), three conservation
laws are written, complemented by the continuity
condition of phase transition temperature:
(i) the mass conservation law
A A i = A ( « s - « i + A i);

dt

(р и ) = 0

dx

( 1)

-к

(6)

(ii) the momentum conservation law
A ud + A = a ( “ s - « i + A i )"+/>];

d_

(5)

(7)

(iii) the energy conservation law (the differential
Stefan condition)

( 2)

Л,

dZ,

-X.

dZ

=O s A l ,

(8)
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of laser exposure and phase front propagation.
phase version of the Stefan problem [5], in which the
evaporated surface temperature ZSUI weakly (logarith
mically) depends on the front Г]v velocity v\v over the
condensed phase.
The formation and propagation o f the photoacous
tic signal are mathematically modeled within the com
bined version of the Stefan hydrodynamic problem
[6], including both (classical and single-phase) ver
sions. The combined version is based on the complete
set o f hydrodynamic equations, complemented by the
transport equation of laser radiation. The complete set
o f hydrodynamic equations consists o f the continuity,
motion, and total energy equations, considering con
vective, conductive, and radiative transport mecha
nisms. In the strictly divergent form, the set of equa
tions is written as

2.1. Formulation o f Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions. The left boundary x = x0
was assumed to be fixed and heat-insulated,
/1— = 0,
dx

dx

( 1)

{pu) = 0
dp_

( 2)

(5)

At the melting front x = TS|(t), three conservation
laws are written, complemented by the continuity
condition o f phase transition temperature:
(i) the mass conservation law
A us i = A ( « s - « i + 4 i ) ;

(6)

(ii) the momentum conservation law
A u*i + A =

d_

u = 0.

a

(« s - « i + A i )’’ + A ;

(7)

(iii)
the energy conservation law (the differential
Stefan condition)
■X.

dZ

,A A p

( 8)
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The saturated vapor pressure was calculated from
the Clapeyron-Ciausius equation,

( 12)

ox

Psat

v ^ ‘ “v ) .
A -P v
2
(13)
2"
G lv = Л Л г ) б о е Х Р

83

^А агЛ

P sa. = P b e x p

RTh

(15)

1— *•

-4
where p b and Tb are the pressure and equilibrium boil
ing point under normal conditions, respectively.

The varies o f Tv, p v, and p v are determined from
the relations on the non-equilibrium Knudsen layer
using the Crout model [7,8],

Initial conditions, t = t0: Ps = T0, us = 0, p %- p 0:s.
2.2. Optical and Thermal Characteristics
o f a Target

Tv =T](xt {M ),
P v = A a .« p ( M ) ’

The melting surface absorptivity A mr and the radia
tion density released in this case were determined by
solving the problems o f the two-layer system reflec
tivity (see [9]),

( 14)

A = R p J \,
where M = u j c s is the M ach number, cs = <JyRTv is

Лиг = 1~Лиг>

the speed of sound on the outer side of the Knudsen
layer, a-fM ) and ap(M) are the kinetic coefficients
taking on the values o f a T(M) = 0.633 and ap(M) =
0.326 at M = 1.

( 16)

where
Лиг = <5j +

a /-e x p (-a 1Ax] )^|
2

r +y

' a у exp ( - a , Ax,)

2

r 2+ y 2

Thermal properties of aluminum
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Fig. 2. Thermal and optical characteristics of aluminum.
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Fig. 3. Thermal and optical characteristics of silicon.

r = <Sj (J, -<5's)exp(-a|A x:1) + ( J sJ l - l) c o s

4як>

^ a, Ax,и,
v

(18)

к

*■ 7

Figures 2 and 3 show the tem peratrre dependences
o f the used thermal and optical characteristics o f alu
minum and silicon in the condensed s ate.
2.3. Equations o f States
The bulk energy release power in regions k = s, 1 is
given by
2
|2
( ,l л
(П )
Gk = V * |— a Go exp - 4
\En\
к т\ )

H S = C PS(TS - T m),
\
Ps - 1 + A ( r s - r 0)
Ps = McsA)s
\Pos
J
х е [ х 0,Г з1];
(19)
>
——
i
P\ ~ uc\Pm
_VPm
7

i

Г/

+

where the field strength Ek is normalized to the inci
dent wave field strength E0 and determined from
M axwell’s equations and corresponding boundary con
ditions on interfaces x = T|Vand x - Fsl; e'k' - 2nkKk is
the imaginary part o f the permittivity, and ko is the
wavenumber o f vacuum. The bulk absorbance a k is
expressed in a certain way (see [10]) in terms o f the
imaginary part Kk o f the complex refractive index
m + i Kk and the wavelength Ay,

The set (l)-(3 ) is complemented by the required
equations of state formulated as (see [11])

^ e [ r sl, r sur].
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3. SOLUTION METHOD
AND ALGORITHM
In the calculation respect, the major difficulty of
the solution o f Stefan problems is the existence of
several (two in this case) mobile boundaries whose
position is unknown and should be determined in cal
culation, taking into account that sizes of solid and
liquid subregions during calculation can vary by sev
eral orders o f magnitude. To solve the Stefan prob
lems, the so-called enthalpy method [12-14] is widely
used, in which a moving discontinuity surface in the
solution is not explicitly considered, but is replaced by
a smoothing procedure. However, the introduction of
the latter procedure, which completely excludes the
phase boundary from the consideration, and related
physical phenomena such as the phase transition ki
netics impose natural constraints on the range o f ap
plicability o f this approach. In problems o f pulsed ex
posure o f materials to strong laser fluxes, including
analysis o f optoacoustic signals, where the absence o f
the equilibrium o f rapid phase transitions can play a
crucial role, it becomes necessary to explicitly separate
phase boundaries and to consider related processes.
Problem (l)-(2 0 ) is numerically solved using the
dynamic adaptation m ethod [15,16] allowing calcula
tion with explicit separation o f phase boundaries.
3.1. Dynamic Adaptation M ethod
The dynamic adaptation method is based on the
concept o f the transition to an arbitrary non-stationary
coordinate ,ystem, which is done using the sought-for
solution. Ir this coordinate system, the problem is de
scribed by an extended differential set o f equations,
some o f which characterize a physical phenomenon,
and others characterize the dynamics o f computational
grid nodes. The problems associated with mobile
boundaries are eliminated using the transition to the
arbitrary non-stationary coordinate system with fixed
grid nodes and boundaries. The coordinate system is
consequentially transformed using the sought-for solu
tion, which allows us to arrange the grid nodes depend
ing on solution features. In non-stationary problems,
such features can be the formation and propagation of
large-gradient regions, as well as the appearance of
discontinuous solutions, i.e., shock waves, contact and
phase boundaries. In the former case, grid nodes are
concentrated in the region o f large gradients using a
correspond-ng transformation function Q depending
on the sovght-for solution. In the latter case, the ap
pearance o f a discontinuous solution within that re
gion is considered as the formation o f a new boundary
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partitioning the initial region into two subregions. Fi
nally, the formation o f the new boundary is reduced to
the consideration of two boundary-value problems re
lated by a common mobile boundary where correspond
ing conservation laws are satisfied. The problems asso
ciated with mobile boundaries are eliminated by the
transition to an arbitrary non-stationary coordinate sys
tem with fixed grid nodes and boundaries. The transi
tion from the physical space with variables (x, t) to the
calculated space with the arbitrary non-stationary co
ordinate system (q, r) is performed by changing the gen
eral-form variables x
and t = r with the inverse
nondegenerate transformation q = cp(x, t) and r = t.
In this case, partial derivatives o f dependent vari
ables are written as
d _ d

dq d _ 8
дт

дх 1 д _ d

Q d

дт у/ dq

w dq'

dt

d r dt dq

dx

8 - i 8 i 8
у/ d q ’ d x 2 у/ dq у/ d q '

дт

(20)

where yr = ox/dq is the metric coefficient and dx/d г is
the velocity of the new coordinate system relative to
the initial system to be further determined. Relating
the coordinate system motion defined by a certain
function Q to the sought-for solution features, we de
rive the inverse transformation 'equation used then to
determine coordinates o f computational grid nodes,
dx
dt

( 21)

= -Q-

The quantities y/sxtd Q are related by the equation

dr

( 22)

dq

derived by differentiation o f Eq. (21) with a s p e c t to
the space variable q.
Thus, in the transition to the arbitrary non-station
ary coordinate system, the initial differential model is
transformed to an extended differential set with an
additional equation such as (21) or (22), which is the
inverse transformation equation. Its type, properties,
and form o f boundary conditions depend on a specific
form of the function Q. To construct grids uniform
(quasi-uniform) at each time point in regions with
mobile boundaries, the function Q is given as (see
[15,16])
dy
Q = -D
V
дЯ h

к = s, 1,
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where the diffusivity D is expressed in terms o f geo
metrical and velocity parameters of the problem, D =
Z,2(0 ( M + |U|V|)/Ax.
Transforming the general-form variables, we shall
write the differential problem (1)—(19) in variables o f
the arbitrary non-stationary coordinate system (q, r) in
strictly divergent form:
' d ^ = _dQ }
,
от
dq h

т г Ч

и

• q = Tsi is the solid-liquid interface:
(i) the mass conservation law

ps + a

i

+

(26)

wi ) ;

(6 « i + ws ) 2 = P \ + P i ( f t i + u \ ) 2;

Wx- W s = p sv a I%,

Л(Т)8Т~
д , , 8
---- ( р и ) + —
8 q X 1 8q
¥ dq

A (

6i v + M i )

(ii) the momentum conservation law

(24)
8p
^

+

a

a

( f t + wv )2;

(30)

(iii) the energy conservation law
WT
vv\

= o,

a
¥\

Л
r e t r 0 ’ r end]’

(29)

= A (ftv + " v );

p\ + p\ ( f t , + u\ )2 =

v aC

(28)

• q = Tiv is the liquid-vapor interface:
(i) the mass conservation law

2\
,2 \
\8_
8
,, u
y/p H
----- p { u + Q) H + +—
дт
dq _
^ у

S ( ¥Pu) + ^ [ p u { u + Q)].
дт

(27)

where u si = -{Q ^ + us).

- я ] - I.

* 6 [M si]L fesi.9s]>

(&

(iii) the energy conservation law

(

Jq

a

(ii) the momentum conservation law

(23)

* = s , 1,

(£?»i + « . ) =

a

n vVlv -4
Lne ’
_- P\

(31)

dq

Vlv=-(ftv+«l)^ = S’ 1

Initial conditions. r = r0: Ts = Tih ws = 0, p s= Pn.s,
¥ = !•

3.2. Boundary Conditions
The extended differential model requires additional
boundary and initial conditions.

3.3. Difference Scheme
and Solution Algorithm

Boundary conditions. When formulating bound
ary conditions for the inverse transformation equation,
propositions common for all Q should be considered,
which are as follows.

The differential model (23)—(31) was numerically
solved using the finite-difference method, according
to which hydrodynamic equations were approximated
by a family o f conservative difference schemes ob
tained by the integro-interpolation method [17]. To
construct the family o f difference schemes, the grid

If there is condition Q = 0 among boundary condi
tions, it means that this boundary is fixed. Any other
nonzero relation will characterize the region boundary
velocity. Other boundary conditions are written taking
into account the appearance o f function Q.

coq with unequal steps Ьк„Ат' over spatial q and tem
poral г variables is introduced in the calculation space,

• q = q0 is the unperturbed boundary in solid:
u = W - 0,

Q = 0.

(25)

#1,/’ 9/, 1+1/2’
Щ=

i = 0,..., N l —l,

+ \i-p
о = 0,

q^.i ’ *?s, ,4-1/2’ A. 1+1 ~q%.i
/ = 0,...,/Vs -1 ,

where

<7s 0 =<?sl,

<7l.i+l/2 —#l,i + 0-5A,

qN = q sl,

/г1 0 —0,

,

//, _i = 0

<?s,/+l/2 —*7s,/ + 0.5/?s |+],
qNi =qs,

hs 0 =0,

hs N+l =0
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In the difference approximation o f equations, grid functions u, Q, and x relate to nodes with integer indices,
and grid functions p, P, H, and T relate to points with half-integer indices (qm+т, P).
For deferential set (23), (24), the family o f difference schemes is written as

M

w

V+i

-MU j 1[p(u+QKl-[p(u+Q)X

A ^ '+1

(32)

hM

V й ~ ( w H -+1/2 + [pu{u + Q) ] '* ~[pu{u + Q ) J
( y/pu)^/2

_

p f i - p j7+1

h.i+1

д > ‘
V+1
4/p(s + w2/2 ) ] '+]/2 - [ r p ( e + « 2/ 2) L /2
—

[ p ( u + Q) ( e + и 2/ 2)]'* ' ~ [ p { u + Q ) ( e + w2/ 2 ) ] 2+1
+

— —
И7+1
:

\7+1
— - 1_. 1 I ^
/?,7+1

^

7 , 7+1
■*i+3/2

7 , 7 +'

* 1+1/2

0.5(Лм + й ,)

Д г 7+1

“

з 7*1 r7 + l _ t ,7+1 T
Ai
■'1+1/2 •'1- 1/2

^

a '*1 = - o j

(34)

0 .5 (A i + AM ) J
.,/7 + 1

7+1 _ / 0 7 + l

Q+V
/г. +i

2_

(33)

h7+ 1

r 1+1/2

_j / / 7 + l

т1—
1/2

(35)

(W i)/2

y7+1 _ r7 +1

Л1+1

л;

v !;!i 2

(36)

*i+l

where
k-s.

i = 0 , . . . , iV)- 1 at A = 1, / = 0 ,...,iVs- 1 at

The values at half-integer nodes for grid functions
related to integer points are calculated as a halfsum o f
values at the nearest nodes. When determining the
values at nodes with integer indices for functions re
lated to half-integer points, the linear interpolation
_ У т - 1/2 V m+1/2 + Tm+1/2 ¥ m -1/2

V m+1/2

+

Vm-Vl

is used.

Difference schemes (32)-(36) were numerically
implemented using a special algorithm consisting of
several embedded iteration cycles [11,16]. The com
puting process for a single time step is schematically
shown in Fig. 4. According to this scheme, the algo
rithm consists o f three inner and one outer iteration
procedures. When passing from the yth to j + 1th time
layer, computation is performed in the following
sequence. First, nonlinear equations (26)—(31) are
solved at boundaries Tsi and Г(у by the Newton itera
tion method, and inner iteration cycles are executed in
each phase region using known values o f Qs\ and Q\y.

j+2th
step

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the computing process.
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Fig. 6

Time, ns
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Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 6. Time dependences of the pressure P(t), melting velocity v s!(t), temperature Tsur(t) (solid curves), and ab
sorbed intensity in relative units (dashed curves) in aluminum at G0 = 25MW-cm~2, A = 100%, and zi= 2-10'8 s.
Fig. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 but for G0 = 50 MW-cm 2.
Fig. 8. The same as in Fig. 6 but for Gn = 100 MW-cm 2.
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ЛЬ
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Time, ns

Time, ns

Time, ns
Tm 10JK

10JK

Time, ns

Time, ns

Time, ns
Fig. 10

Fig. 9

Fig. 11

Fig. 9. Time dependences of the pressure P(t), melting velocity v s\(f), temperature Tsm(t) (solid curves), and ab
sorbed intensity in relative units (dashed curves) in aluminum at G0 = 50 MW-cm'2, A = A(Tsur), and t\ = 2-10~8 s.
Fig. 10. The same as in Fig. 9 but for G0 = lOOMW-cm”2.
Fig. 11. The same as in Fig. 9 but for G0 = 150 MW-cm'2.
In the iteration cycle with index m, residuals o f hy

if the outer iteration cycle converged. W hen passing

drodynamic functions p ” and u™ are calculated;

to the next time layer, the coordinates x{ o f grid nodes

from the second iteration cycle with index p, residuals

in the physical space are redetermined using rela
tion (36).

o f the function T? are determined at each iteration
cycle usim double-sweep method.
As convergence in inner cycles is reached, the
outer iteration cycle begins to execute, in which the
values o f function y /' are determined using Eq. (32),
and the values o f velocities at phase boundaries TSj
and F )v are redetermined by the known values o f
functions р ” ,м ", and T p The values of functions
were considered as calculated at the time step r i+\
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Computing process discretization into separate itera
tion significantly accelerates convergence o f iteration
cycles and makes it possible to decrease several times
the computing time in comparison with calculation us
ing a single iteration scheme. The main advantage of the
used algorithm is the fact that the transition i- >the arbi
trary non-stationary coordinate system eliminates diffi
culties associated with mobile boundaries and allows
one to calculate using through calculation formulas.
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4.
ANALYSIS
OF SIMULATION RESULTS
For strongly absorbing media without phase transi
tions in the heating region, the photoacoustic signal
(Fig. 5) is approximately proportional to the time de
rivative o f the irradiated surface temperature and has a
characteristic bipolar shape. Its positive phase ampli
tude approximately twice exceeds the negative phase
amplitude, if the laser pulse is Gaussian [1].
M elting significantly changes the photoacoustic
signal shape. Figures 6-8 show the behavior of the
pressure pulse P(t), melting front velocity usi(?), and
surface temperature Tsur(t) o f an aluminum target irra

P, b

The sharp increase in the pressure in Figs. 6(a) and
7(a) corresponds to the melting onset time and is
caused mainly by a change in the density that de
creases for aluminum upon melting. Such a conclu
sion is based on satisfactory agreement o f the value o f
this jump with the maximum velocity o f the melting
front according to the simple estimate P - A p v ] x [1].

P ,b

P ,b

Time, ns
Pur, НТК

diated with a laser pulse with ц = 20 ns and peak in
tensities o f 25 (Fig. 6), 50 (Fig. 7), and 100M W -cm '2
(Fig. 8) at constant absorptivity A = 1. The pressure
pulse position on the time axis corresponds to the zero
sound delay, i.e., is related to the irradiated surface
position.

Time, ns
P ur, КГК

-4

0

4

8
12
Time, ns

Fig. 13
Fig. 12. Time dependences of the pressure P(t), melting velocity usi(z), temperature Tsm(t) (solid curves), and ab
sorbed intensity in relative units (dashed curves) in aluminum at Go = 110MW-cm 2, A = A(Tsm), and zj = 3-10 ' s.
Fig. 13. The same as in Fig. 12 but for Go = 120MW-cm 2.
Fig. 14. The same as in Fig. 12 but for G0 = 150MW-cm 2.
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The behavior o f the photoacoustic signal is also ap
preciably affected by changes in the enthalpy and
other thermal parameters at the solid-liquid phase
transition.
The increase in the peak value o f the absorbed in
tensity from 50 to 100 MW-cm-2 is accompanied by
almost 30-fold pressure increase (Fig. 8(a)), whose
value is now caused by the evaporation. A further in
crease in the intensity can lead to plasma formation in
the evaporated material flow, which is not considered
in this study.
The assumption on the constant absorptivity A = 1
can be considered as satisfactory for rather shortwavelength radiation. In infrared and visible regions,
the difference o f A from unity already cannot be ig
Л b

nored, since its variation during the laser pulse has a
significant effect on the shape and value o f the photo
acoustic signal.
The behavior o f the photoacoustic signal i (t), tak
ing into account the absorptivity variation, is -hown in
Figs. 9-11, as well as v s[(t) and Tsw(t), for incident
radiation intensities o f 50, 100, and 150 MW-cm 2. A
comparison o f Figs. 9(a) and 11(a) shows that an in
crease in A upon melting results in an increase in the
pressure jump, caused by melting, and a decrease in
its duration. The latter becomes shorter than the laser
pulse duration approximately by an order o f magni
tude. The time dependence o f the m elting front veloc
ity shows similar changes. Such changes in the behav
ior of the photoacoustic signal P{t) and melting front
P, b

P, b

Time, ns

usi, m s

Time, ns
Pur, НТК

Time, ns

Time, ns

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Fig. 15. Time dependences of the pressure P(t), melting velocity v s](t), temperature Tsur(t) (solid curves), and ab
sorbed intensity in relative units (dashed curves) in aluminum at G0 = 200MW-cm'2, A = A(TSUI), and ц = 3-10-9 s.
Fig. 16. The same as in Fig. 15 but for G0 = 250 MW-cm-2.
Fig. 17. The same as in Fig. 15 but for G0 - 500MW-cm-2.
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velocity v s\(t) are in fact caused by efficient steepen
ing of the leading edge of the absorbed laser pulse,
which occurs when A rapidly increases.
It is clear that a relative increase and shortening in
the photoacoustic signal P(t) with simultaneous short
ening of the duration o f melting and solidification will
also occur when using shorter laser pulses. At zj = 3 ns,
the behavior o f the pressure, melting-solidification
front velocity, and temperature o f the irradiated alu
minum surface is shown in Figs. 12-17 in the intensity
range 110-500 MW-cm 2.
As the intensity increases, the maximum front ve
locity and melting phase duration also increase. How

P ,b

ever, the maximum velocity o f the solidification front
decreases in this case, and the solidification phase du
ration increases more rapidly than the laser pulse in
tensity. The increase in the positive phase o f the
photoacoustic signal, associated with shortening o f the
laser pulse duration, results in that this signal remains
noticeable at significantly larger evaporation pressures
(Figs. 12(a)-14(a)). It should be noted that experimen
tal observation o f a subnanosecond structure o f pres
sure pulses can be a rather complex problem. We also
recall that a sharp enough pressure decrease in an ir
radiated material is a factor stimulating the beginning
of decomposition o f the overheated metastable phase
under certain conditions [1].
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Л Ь

Time, ns

Time, ns
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T sur,

Time, ns
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Fig. 18
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v sh m-s
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Fig. 18. Time dependences of the pressure P(t), melting velocity usi(t), temperature Tsm(t) (solid curves), and ab
sorbed intensity in relative units (dashed curves) in silicon at G0 = 25 MW-cm'2, A = 100 %, and Г) = 2-10~8 s.
Fig. 19. The same as in Fig. 18 but for G0 = 50 MW-cm'2.
Fig. 20. The same as in Fig. 18 but for G0 = 100 MW-cm"2.
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As noted above, the pressure jump (additional in
comparison Mth the single-phase case) in the photo
acoustic signal in aluminum is caused by a decrease in
the aluminum density and reflectivity upon melting.
An opposite-sign contribution to this effect is made
by the enthalpy jum p at the phase transition, i.e., en
ergy absorption at the melting front. Similar changes
will be caused by an increase in the reflectivity and
density of an irradiated material upon melting which
occurs, for example, for silicon. In this case, a rather
narrow dip should be observed instead of a positive
pressure jum p against the background o f the photo
acoustic signal.
The behavior o f Pph(r), v sl(t), and Tsm(t) for silicon
exposed to a laser pulse with ц = 20 ns in the intensity
range G0 = 25-100 M W -cm'2 and on the assumption
of constant absorptivity A = 1 is shown in Figs. 18-20.
The dip in tne photoacoustic signal is most noticeable
at small intensity excesses above the melting thresh
old (Figs. 18(a) and 19(a)); in contrast to aluminum,
the effect o f melting is already almost indistinguish
able against the background o f the evaporation pres
sure Go = 100 M W -cm '2 (Fig. 20(a)) (cf. Figs. 8(a) and
10(a)).

It should be noted in conclusion some effects in la
ser evaporation process, which are due to plasm a for
mation in vapor plume above an irradiated surface.
Laser light absorption in plasma leads to an increase
in temperature T and pressure p in evaporated matter.
When the pressure p exceeds the saturation pressure
P(T) corresponding to the surface temperature T, con
densation can occur at the irradiated surface instead of
evaporation [1,6,21]. In contrast to the evaporation
process which depends on single external gasdynamic
parameter [7,8,22,23], the condensation is deter
mined by two such parameters [24]. If the difference
P -p becomes positive, the gasdynamic evaporation
process begins again with the formation o f contact
jump between vapor and plasma layers. In this region,
the heat and mass diffusion processes are important
because o f large temperature and concentration gradi
ents. This situation is analogous to the case when gas
dynamic evaporation process develops in the presence
o f an ambient gas above the irradiated surface. As far
as we know, boundary conditions for such cases have
not been analyzed yet.
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5. CONCLUSION
The results o f numerical simulation o f the photo
acoustic signal in the presence o f the first-order phase
transitions in an irradiated target show, in particular,
that the melting front velocity can be determined by
the additional pressure pulse caused by melting. The
width o f this additional pulse is very small in com
parison with the laser pulse duration. Therefore, ex
perimental detection o f such features in the photo
acoustic signal requires a sufficiently uniform (con
stant) intensity distribution over the irradiation spot.
The considered results do not pretend to exhaustive
description of the melting process, since they were
obtained ignoring, for example, features in the melting
front dynamics, associated with possible initial over
heating o f the solid phase and other dynamic and non
equilibrium effects at the transition front (see, for ex
ample, [18-20] and references therein about these ef
fects). In principle, these effects can be considered
within the described approach. However, it is more
advantageous to perform such a detailed analysis in
direct connection with corresponding experimental
data which are still not obtained. We expect that the
results of this study will promote performance o f such
experiment.:.
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